Intelligence tests occasionally require the extrapolation of an effective sequence (e.g. 1661, 2552, 3663, ...) that is produced by some easily discernible algorithm. In this paper, we investigate the theoretical capabilities and limitations of a computer to infer such sequences. We design Turing machines that in principle are extremely powerful for this purpose and place upper bounds on the capabilities of machines that would do better.
this to look for an algorithm that computes (an extension of)f. Other examples arise in grammatical inference, pattern recognition, etc.
In this paper we characterize the set of functions that can be inferred by the class of "reliable" inductive inference machines. That is to say, we describe precisely what sets of functions can be inferred by these machines and what cannot. Our goal is not so much the characterization, however, as the concurrent discovery of algorithms for doing powerful inference. In Theorem 4, part 1, for example, we realize machines more powerful than were previously thought possible. A consequence of this result gives rise to a natural and theoretically best criterion for choosing between two competing hypotheses for given data.
The philosophical basis for our work appears in Popper (1934) . What he calls the logic of discovery we call inductive inference.
The mathematical basis for our work appears in Solomonoff (1964) and Gold (1967) . Solomonoff's early paper suggests criteria for selecting the best hypothesis to explain a given set of data. Gold puts inductive inference on a sound recursion-theoretic basis. The precise definitions of an inductive inference machine and the identification of sequences and some of the basic theorems on inductive inference appear in his paper. Other workers in recursion-theoretic inductive inference include Pepe (1967) , Homing (1969) , Biermann (1971) , Barzdin and Frievald (1972) who independently discovered and proved the extrapolation theorem that appears here, Feldman (1972) , Jeroslow (1973) , and Kugel (1973) .
The strength of our results derive from the elegant foundation and powerful proof techniques of recursion theory. We use the following notation of that theory: N denotes the natural numbers 0, 1, 2,... (~i)i~o denotes an acceptable G6del numbering of all the partial recursive functions mapping N into N (Rogers, 1967) . Intuitively, ~i denotes the partial recursive function of one input computed by algorithm i. If algorithm i halts when applied to input x, for all x, then 6i is called a (total) recursive function. ( i)i=o denotes a core-
plexity measure o (61)~=0 (Blum, 1967) , i.e., (q~i)~=0 is any sequence of partial recursive functions such that (I) domain (~3i)= domain (~i) and (2) {(i, x,y) l #i(x ) = y} is a recursive set. Intuitively, ~bi(x ) represents the number of steps that algorithm i with input x takes to compute ~i(x).
~XTRAPOLATING MACHINES
An extrapolating machine #lid is a Turing machine designed to extrapolate sequences. It works as follows:#~' starts in an initial state with its tape memory completely blank, then computes and outputs a natural number a(0). This a(0) denotes the machine's guess, based on zero information, for the first element of the sequence. The device is then fed the correct first element of the sequence, namely f(0). a(0) may equal f(0), in which case the machine's guess was right, or it may not. In general, after the machine receives f(n), it then computes and outputs its next guess, a(n q-1). After it has output a(n + 1), it is fed f(n @ 1), etc. An important point here is that the machine may take as long as it wishes to produce a(n q-1) but it must eventually make a guess. It may not "stall" the production of a(n q-1) forever. In the terminology of recursion theory, the extrapolating machine d/d is required to be a total machine. We write/d[f] = a, and treat f and a as either recursive functions or effective sequences.
We say that the extrapolating machine dd can extrapolate the recursive function f if the sequence (a(0), a(1),...) that d/l generates matches the sequence If(0), f(1),...] term for term except for a finite number of exceptions. In other words, dd extrapolates fir it eventually always guesses (i.e., computes) correctly the next element of the sequence If(0), f(1),...].
The following first theorem characterizes, in a sense that appears through this entire paper, the power of extrapolating machines. It says, in essence, that the extrapolable sequences are the ones that can be computed rapidly.
DEFINITION. Let h be a recursive function. We say that an effective sequence (recursive function)f is h-easy if there is an algorithm i for computing f (i.e., ¢i = f) which takes at most h(x) steps, i.e., q~i(x) ~< h(x), for all but a finite number of integers x.
The h-easy sequences are those sequences that can be computed rapidly (modulo h).
EXTRAPOLATION THEOREM (Barzdin and Freivald, 1972 and Adleman, 1973) . Let #dZ denote an extrapolating machine. Let h denote a recursive function.
(
1) For every h there is an #/g uniform in h such that for all recursive functions f, f is h-easy ~j{ can extrapolate f. (2) For every ~ there is an h uniform in ~ such that for all recursive functions f, J/t can extrapolate f ~ f is h-easy.
Remark. d/Z uniform in h means there is an effective procedure which for each h produces the corresponding ~'.
Proof. (1) Let ( } denote an effective 1-1 map from N X N onto N.
Write (x, y) for the integer value of ( ) applied to (x, y) . h is given, dg is constructed as follows: [Such (i, n} exists because for every finite set of numbers f(0) ..... f (x --1) there is a total ¢i such that ¢i(0) = f(0),..., ¢i(x --1) = f(x --1).] When (i, n} is found, output a(x) = ¢i(x). [q~i(x) converges in a finite number of steps since q~i(x) ~ max{n, h(x)}.] Obtain and storef(x). Go to stage x + 1." Note that ~ is total: It makes a guess at every stage and never stays in any one stage forever. This follows from the comments in brackets in the above algorithm.
Next note that J¢/extrapolates all h-easy functions: Suppose f is h-easy. Then there exists a least integer (i0, no} such that ~io(Y) ~ max{n0, h(y)} for all y, and ¢i0 = Then for all sufficiently large x, the least (i, n} that is selected at stage x will be (io , no}. Hence for these x, a(x) = ¢io(X ).
(2) ~g/is given. The trick to constructing h is to note that the functions can extrapolate are effectively enumerable. Proof of Lemma 1. A finite initial segment of natural numbers is either the null sequence or else a sequence of the form (0, 1 .... , n) for some n ~ N. Afinite initial function is a partial function from N to N whose domain is a finite initial segment. Let f0, fl, f= ,... be an effective enumeration of all finite initial functions. d/l and ~ define a recursive function fi that extends 3~ and that is extrapolable by Jl as follows: fi(x)= "Suppose domain (j~)= {xeNIx < n}. If x < n, then set fi(x) =-)~(x). Else, feed fi to JZ. Thereafter take each output a(y), y >/n, produced by Jd and feed it as input back to Jt'. Setfi(x ) = a(x)."
Since Jd is total, fi is total for every i. 
INDUCTIVE INFERENCE MACHINES
In this section we define a type of machine that infers an algorithm for the sequence being fed it rather than the next symbol. Such inductive inference machines, which we denote by M rather than J¢', can actually be designed to infer in this way sets of sequences that cannot be extrapolated 1.
An inductive inference machine is an algorithmic device or Turing machine that works as follows. First the machine is put in some initial state with its tape memory completely blank. From there it proceeds algorithmically except that, from time to time, the device requests an input or produces an output. Each time it requests an input, an external agency feeds the machine a pair of natural numbers (x, y) or a *, and then returns control to the machine. Typically, the input is printed in some designated area of the tape memory or on some auxiliary tape in such a way that the machine may scan and make use of it. The outputs produced by the machine are all natural numbers.
We next define which partial functions a given machine can infer. For this, the following terminology is useful: Let f be a partial function. Say that f is an enumeration off iff = (%, a 1 .... ) is an infinite sequence in which each ai is either a pair Ix, f (x)] or a *, and furthermore Ix, f (x)] appears at 1 This comes as a surprise since one expects a machine to be capable of extrapolating any function it can infer. This fact has been independently noted by Bardzin and Freivald, 1972 .
BLUM AND BLUM
least once in f for every x ~ domain(f). In particular, the partial function J with empty domain has the unique enumeration f = (*, *,...).
Let M be an inductive inference machine. We write M[f] ~ i and say that M with inputf ~ (%, a 1 .... ) converges in the limit to iif, whenever do, al,... are fed in this order to 214, there eventually comes a time when M produces an i and then never again produces a different number. We write M[f] ~ and say that M with input f diverges in the limit otherwise. Note that there are two ways for a machine to converge in the limit and two ways for it to diverge in the limit: If M[f] ~ then M with input feither produces a finite sequence of outputs, the last of which is i, or an infinite sequence of outputs that are constantly equal to i from some point on. On the other hand, if M[f] ~ then M with input f either produces no outputs or produces an infinite sequence of outputs with an infinite number of alterations.
Following Gold (1967) , we say that M can identify fir for every enumeration foff there is an i such that M[f] ~ i and ¢i is an extension off, i.e., ¢i(x) f(x) for all x ~ domain (f)L We say that M can identify a set S of partial functions, and we say S is identifiable, if M can identify every f in S. We let S M denote the set of all partial functions that M can identify. In the sequel, "identification" is used in this technical sense; "inference" is used more informally.
EXAMPLES
In this section, we give several examples of inductive inference machines and the set of partial functions they infer. Example 3 contains the basic idea behind the most powerful machine we know how to construct. EXAMPLE 1. The set of all primitive recursive functions can be identified by an inductive inference machine as follows: Let 60(0) , ¢o(1) .... be an effective enumeration of the set of all primitive recursive functions. The machine 2 We comment on some properties of this definition. First, note that we only require 6~ to be an extension off, and not that domain (¢i) = domain (f). Otherwise, any machine that could identify a total function f would be unable to identify any but a finite number of partial functions that extend to f. Second, we do not require that we know when M[f] ~ i lest we severely limit the set of sequences M can identify. Third, we require identification to be independent of the particular choice of enumeration off. This rules out the possibility of identification resulting from an encoding of an algorithm for f via the first elements in an enumeration of f. Finally, identification requires convergence on one correct algorithm for f, precluding infinite oscillations between various correct ones. starts by requesting an input (x 0 ,Yo). Each time it receives a new pair (x~, y~), it looks for the least i such that ~p(~)(xo) ~ Y0 ,'.., ~o(~)(x~) = y~, and then outputs p(i). The machine then requests the next input and continues as above. Clearly, this machine can identify all primitive recursive functions. The set of step-counting differs from the set of primitive recursive functions in that it contains arbitrarily fastgrowing recursive functions (i.e., for every recursive h there is a recursive step-counting function q~i such that q~i(x) > h (x) for all x). Hence, the set of recursive step-counting functions, though identifiable, is not extrapolable.
The enumeration technique however does have a fundamental limitation: For every set S of recursive functions that it serves to identify, there is a recursive function h such that every f~ S can be computed in at most h[x, f(x)] steps for all but a finite number of integers x. As a consequence, the enumeration technique is incapable of identifying arbitrarily difficultto-compute 0-1 valued recursive functions f. The next example presents a technique that overcomes this limitation. EXAMPLE 3. We now present a machine that can identify all the recursive functions of Examples 1 and 2 plus some arbitrarily difficult 0-1 valued recursive functions. For simplicity, we shall assume that this machine is fedf in increasing order of its domain. The machine works as follows: It first conjectures 0. Now suppose at some moment in time that its last conjecture is i. If it ever discovers that ¢i(Y) .~ and ¢i(Y) ~ f(Y) for some y, then it changes its hypothesis from i to i q-1. Suppose instead it has tested and found that ~i(y) ~ f(y) for ally < x. It next tests ~i(x) as follows: First, it constructs an upper bound, as is explained in the next paragraph, on the number of steps it will permit ~i(x) to run. If c~i(x ) ~ f(x) in the number of steps given by this upper bound, then the hypothesis i is accepted for this x. If not, then M switches from hypothesis i to hypothesis i -q-1.
There are many ways for the machine to upper bound the running time of ~i(x). For example, let h be a fixed recursive function. Then a simple upper bound is h [x,f(x) ]. In order to construct a more powerful (higher) bound, the machine looks for a program j that is a "reasonable alternative hypothesis" to program i for function f. Basically, the machine we are designing does not change its hypothesis, i, unless it can find a better hypothesis. But what is a better hypothesis ? Our answer is thatj is better if$~ converges to f on many more inputs, namely inputs 0,..., max{2j, 2x}, faster than program i converges on input x. Note that this requirement forces j to be better than i in a non-trivial way. That is, program j, which is of length log2j (assuming a standard G6del numbering), is not large enough to store directly the 2j bits that define f(0),..., f(2j). Hence, ~ must actually compute these values of f, not just remember them. This suggests how the machine looks for a bound: First it looks for a j such that ~ converges to f on inputs 0,..., max{2j, 2x}. Once it finds such a reasonable alternative hypothesis j, it takes the upper bound on qSi(x ) to be the maximum of h [x,f(x) ] and max{q}j(y) l Y ~ max[2j, 2x]}. If qbi(x ) is so bounded, the machine does not switch to j even though j may be faster than i.
This method works well on some, but not all, arbitrarily difficult 0-1 valued recursive functions. It works to infer f if there is an algorithm i that happens to be a near-optimal 8 or fastest algorithm for f. From complexity theory, we know that there exist arbitrarily complex 0-1 valued recursive functions with this near-optimality property, and the machine designed above will identify any such f.
The above machine is a special case of the machine defined in Theorem 4. As we shall see, machines like this are much more powerful than machines constructed along the general lines of Examples 1 and 2. EXAMPLE 4. Let S be the set of all recursive functions f having the property that the least x such that f(x) -~ 1 is itself an index for f. This is the set of self-describing functions, and it is trivially identifiable: A machine can identify anyf e S by simply requesting inputs and conjecturing the least x, if any, such that (x, 1) has appeared as input. Of course, this machine is trivial, but the set of functions it identifies is not so trivial. In fact, it is easy to see that for every recursive function g there is a self-describing recursive function f which is equal to g almost everywhere. From this it follows that the self-describing functions even include some arbitrarily difficult 0-1 valued recursive functions. Now let S o be the set of all functions that are almost everywhere zero. This set too is trivially identifiable. We shall prove the following result: a i is near-optimal for f if for any x and any j, [~j(y) = f(y) for all y ~< max{2j, 2x}] [~i(x) < max{~j(y) [ y ~ max{2j, 2x}}.
NONUNION THEOREM. No inductive inference machine can identify S k3 S O , although both S and S o are separately identifiable.
Proof. This proof is by a diagonal argument along with an application of the recursion theorem 4. Suppose M can identify S o. Without loss of generality we suppose M initially produces an output and that it eventually makes an infinite number of input requests. Now define f by the following algorithm:
f(x) = "Determine (via the recursion theorem) the index i of this algorithm
.., (x + n, 0),..., in this order. For each n >/0 let i~ denote the last output produced by M after
.., (x + n, 0) but before making its next input request. Dovetail the computations ¢%(x + 1), ¢~1(x + 2),..., until an integer N is found such that ~iN(X + N + 1) = 0 (eventually such an N will be found since M can identify S o and hence can identify the almost everywhere 0 function it is being fed). Letf(x) ~ f(x + 1) ....
Clearly, f is self-describing. Notice that there are infinitely many x and corresponding N such that M's last conjecture after seeing [0,f (0)
A corollary of the above result is Gold's important theorem (Gold, 1967) that no inductive inference machine can identify all recursive functions.
ORDER
The purpose of this section is to show how the order in which a partial function is fed to a machine affects its final output.
Let M be an inductive inference machine and let f be a partial recursive function. We say that M can identifyf by effective enumeration iff for every effective enumeration f of f there is an i such that M[f] ~ i and ¢~ is an extension of f. Identification by primitive recursive enumeration 5 and by increasing enumeration 6 are defined in a similar way. Identification by arbitrary enumeration is synonomous with identification.
The nonunion theorem shows that a machine cannot identify all recursive functions by arbitrary enumeration. The next theorem shows that a machine can in fact identify all recursive functions by primitive recursive enumeration. This naturally leads to the question: What subset of recursive functions can be identified by effective enumeration ? Theorem 2 provides the answer.
THEOREM 1 (Gold, 1967) . One can construct a machine M to identify by primitive recursive enumeration the set P of all partial recursive functions. This theorem has its strengths and its weaknesses. Its one remarkable strength is the fact that a machine can learn any partial recursive function if that function is fed to the machine by a primitive recursive enumeration. Another less obvious but very real strength is that the standard dovetailing procedures for enumerating a partial recursive function yield an enumeration that is actually primitive recursive.
A weakness of this theorem is that if f is a primitive recursive enumeration of a diffficuit-to-compute recursive function, then a very large number of repetitions will occur in f and the number and position of these repetitions must be precisely recorded in order for f to be identified. Natural situations generally fail to provide such a presentation.
In fact, a device built to learn sequences such as :r = 3.14159 .... may be viewed as an inductive inference machine that is fed the function (0, 3), (1, 1), (2, 4), (3, 1),..., in increasing order (of the domain). It is easy to see that any
..} is the increasing enumeration of a total function f. set of recursive functions that can be identified by increasing enumeration can also be identified by arbitrary enumeration (Gold, 1967) , hence the identification of sequences falls outside the range of Theorem 1.
We next show that if a set of partial recursive functions can be identified by effective enumeration then it can be identified by arbitrary enumeration. Furthermore, the machine to do this identification can even be made order independent: M is order independent if it has the property that for every
for every enumeration f of f. These results show that the definition of identification is natural and invariant.
Before proceeding we need a few definitions: First, let 6 = (a 0 , a 1 ,..., an) be a finite sequence such that each ai e 
LEMMA. Let M be an inductive inference machine and let f be a partial recursive function that M can identify by effective enumeration. Then there is a 6 contained in f such that M[6'] = M[6] for all extensions 5' of 5 such that 6' is contained in f.
Pro@ Suppose the lemma does not hold for some M and for somef that it can identify by effective enumeration. We shall get a contradiction by
Let (ao, a 1 .... ) be some fixed effective enumeration of f. Effectively construct a sequence 5 o , 51 ,... of sequences contained inf as follows:
"Go to stage 0. Stage 0: Let 5o = (%). Go to stage 1. Stage n @ 1 : 5n is contained in f. Look for an extension 5~' of 5~ contained in f such that M[Sn'] ~ M [Sn] (an' must exist else an is the desired 5). Let 5n+~ = 52' " (a~+l). Go to stage n + 2."
For each n, 62 is contained in f, a n belongs to 5~, and 5~+ 1 extends 5n • Thus lim~_~ 5~ is a well-defined effective enumeration of f, which we shall call f But when M is fed f it produces an infinite sequence of outputs with an infinite number of alterations (i.e., M[f] changes its mind an infinite number of times). So M[f] t. II Remarh. Let M be an inductive inference machine, let f be a partial recursive function that M can identify by effective enumeration, and let 8 be the finite sequence given by the lemma. Then M[5] is an index for an extension of f. To see this, first note that there is certainly an effective enumeration f of f with initial subsequence 6. Since M can identify f by effective enumeration, M with input f converges to an index for an extension off. By the properties of 6, this index is equal to MIni.
THEOREM 2. Let M be an inductive inference machine and let S be the set of all partial recursive functions that M can identify by effective enumeration. Then there is a machine 2f/l uniform in M that can identify (by arbitrary enumeration) every f ~ S. Furthermore, ~ is order independent.
Proof. We design a machine 37/with the property that whenever it is fed an enumeration f off ~ S, it looks for a sequence 6 with the properties of the lemma and then converges to M ]f/is order independent: For each partial function f, one of the following two cases must apply.
Case 1. Each 6 contained infhas an extension 6' contained infsuch that M[6'] =/= M[6]: In this case, whenever ~ is fed an enumeration f of f, each 6~ produced must necessarily be discarded at some later stage. So 7f/will produce an infinite sequence of outputs with an infinite number of alterations.
So f/If] ~.
Case 2. There is a 6 contained in f such that for all extensions ~' of 6 contained in f, M[~'] -MIni. Let ~ denote the first such sequence in the enumeration of Z': Suppose f is an enumeration off and M is fed y~ By some stage all the elements of d will be fed to M and so from that stage on, the search for ff,~ will never get past 6. If 4~ occurs before 4, then (by the choice of 6) 6~ must eventually be discarded never to be chosen again. Hence 3?lid] 4 M[~] for every enumerationfoff. Now assume that M can identifyf by effective enumeration. We shout that 2~ can identify f: By the Lemma, Case 2 above applies, and so for each enumeration f off, 39/(f] ~ M [6] . By the Remark, M[0] is an index for an extension off. So 37I can identifyf. | As a consequence of the above result, we shall assume without loss of generality that all our inductive inference machines (unless otherwise stated) are order-independent. 7 We shall also write M[f] without mentioning the order in whichf is fed to M.
RELIABLE IDENTIFICATION
Let S be a set of partial functions, and let M be an inductive inference machine. We say that M is reliable on S iff for eachf~ S, M[f] ~ if and only if M can identifyf. A systematic study of reliab!e machines and their naturalness for inductive inference has been done by Minicozzi. Her forthcoming paper also has a number of other interesting results on inductive inference.
Suppose M is reliable on S. Then whenever M with inputf ~ S conjectures an integer i such that ¢~ is not an extension of f, then M must eventually change its mind: A reliable machine thus informs the world of its mistakes.
It is easy to see that the machine of Example 1 which identifies the primitive recursive functions is reliable on the set of all partial functions. So is the machine of Example 2. As we shall see, the machine of Example 3 is reliable on R, the set of all total recursive functions, but not on P, the set of all partial recursive functions. In fact, it follows from Theorem 3 of Section 6 that machines that can identify arbitrarily complex 0-1 valued recursive functions cannot be reliable on P. Finally, no machine for identifying the set of selfdescribing functions of Example 4 can be reliable even on So, the set of almost everywhere 0 functions.
Reliable machines have a useful union property: Say that machine M is as powerful as machine ~/1 (on S) iff M can identify all those partial functions (in S) that M t can identify. Proof. First note that given an inductive inference machine M~ one can easily construct a machine M{ (uniform in Mi) that is at least as powerful as M~, that initially produces an output, and that has the property that after n steps of computation, if M{ outputs an index i~, then i~ ~> n. 8
UNION THEOREM (Nfinicozzi
Construct M~' and M 2' from Mz and M e as indicated in the above paragraph. Now M works as follows. It runs both M 1' and M~' and makes its own current (i.e., last) output be identical to whichever current output of M 1' and M( is smallest.
Thus In the next two sections we characterize precisely what can be identified by machines that are reliable on P and on R. In so doing, we produce reliable algorithm schemes for identification that are most powerful in the sense that, given any reliable algorithm for identification, some instance of our scheme will identify at least as much. The parameters that determine these instances are the recursive functions in the case of reliable identification on P and the general recursive operators in the case of reliable identification on R.
RELIABLE IDENTIFICATION ON THE PARTIAL RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS
We first note that if M is reliable on the set of all partial functions then by definition it is reliable on the set P of all partial recursive functions and on the set S~it~ of all finite partial functions, It is also easy to see that reliability on Sfimte implies reliability on the set of all partial functions. Hence, the three notions of reliability are equivalent.
The main theorem of this section characterizes in complexity theoretic terms the maximum power of machines reliable on P. These machines can s Note that M~' cannot in general be order independent since it has the property that i~ > n. identify, for example, step-counting functions, real time computable functions, and almost everywhere polynomial functions. However, they cannot identify" complex (inherently slowly computable) 0-1 valued recursive functions.
For the characterization we will need the following complexity theoretic notion:
Suppose h is a recursive function of two variables. We say that a partial function f is h-hones# if it has an extension ¢~ such that q~(
for almost all x e domain f. An h-honest function f is one that can be computed within the amount of time (modulo h) required to read the input x and print the outputf(x). We let S n denote the set of all h-honest partial functions. Then M with input f must enter stage (i, m} for some m and never leave it. But in this stage, M checks that ¢i = f on the domain off. Hence ¢i must be an extension of f. This shows that M is reliable on P. We next show that
S ~ C_C_ SM: Letf~ S n. Let n ~ (i, m} be the least integer such that ¢i is an extension off and ~i(x) < max{m, h[x,f(x)]} for all x ~ domain (f). It is easy to see that for any enumerationfoff, M[f] can never get past stage n.
This definition of h-honesty is a variant of A. Meyer's definition which requires that f = ~i. We point out the following peculiarity of this definition: Suppose f(x) ~ 1 if ~(x) J~, and f(x) = ~" otherwise. Then for each recursive h and for each algorithm i for computingf (i.e.,f ~ ¢i) there are infinitely many x such that qS~(x) > h[x, ¢i(x)]. However, by our definition, f is h-honest for any sufficiently large h since f can he extended to the constant function g(x) = 1 which is h-honest.
It follows that M[f] must converge, and since M is reliable on P (and hence reliable on the partial functions) it must converge to a correct index for an extension off.
(2) We make some preliminary remarks: An inductive inference machine M is said to have the overkill property iff for each consistent ~ ~ 27, if M[6] = i then 4i(x) = y for all pairs (x, y) in 8.
Many good machines do not have the overkill property. For example, consider a machine that identifies any recursive functionf having an algorithm i such that qS~(x) < f(x + 1) for almost all x. It is easy to construct such a machine and even make it reliable on R. However, the recursive functions it identifies are not h-honest for any recursive h and so, as we shall see, this machine does not have the overkill property.
Clearly, if M has the overkill property, then M is reliable on all partial functions.
LEMMA 1. Suppose M can identify Sn,~t ~ . Then there is an M' uniform in M that is as powerful as M and has the overkiU property.

Proof. M'[f]
= "Output 0 and go to stage 0. Stage n: Request an input until a pair is received. Suppose (x0, Yo),-.., (xr,, Yn) are the pairs received until now. Feed M this sequence followed by a sequence of *'s. By dovetailing, check all integers i that M produces until an i is found such that 4,(x0) = Y0 ,..., ~(x~) = y,. Output i and go to stage n + 1." |
LEMMA 2. Suppose M is reliable on P. Then there is an M' uniform in M that is as powerful as M and has the overkill property.
Proof. It is easy to see that there is an inductive inference machine M 1 that is reliable on the partial functions and that can identify Sf~at~ • By the union theorem there is a machine M s uniform in M 1 and M that can identify Sa~it e and is as powerful as M. Apply Lemma 1 to Ms. | We are now ready to prove (2). Suppose M is reliable on P and so, without loss of generality, suppose M has the overkill property. Let < be an effective total ordering of N × N, and for each (x, y)~ N × N let Z(x, y) be the finite set of all finite consistent sequences of the form 6 = [(x 0 ,Yo),..., (x~,y~), (x,y)] such that (x0, Y0) < "'" <~ (Xn, yn) < (x,y). 2J(x,y) is a finite set and by the overkill property, ¢M(;)(X) ~-y for each 6 ~ 21(x, y). 
COROLLARY. Suppose S is a set of partial functions such that S u Snnit e can be identified by an inductive inference machine. Then there is a recursive function h such that S C S h.
Proof. An inductive inference machine that can identify Snmte is necessarily reliable on Sfinit e and therefore reliable on P. The rest follows from Theorem 3. |
RELIABLE IDENTIFICATION ON THE TOTAL RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS
The machine of Theorem 3 makes up conjectures i and then tests each i on all inputs x ~-0, 1, 2,.... A great weakness of this machine is that it uses an a priori upper bound h[x, f(x)] to determine the number of steps it permits ¢i(x) to take: If q3~(x) exceeds this bound, then hypothesis i is automatically rejected. The more sophisticated machine we define in this section uses an a posteriori upper bound. To develop this bound, the machine has a built-in formal criterion of what constitutes a reasonable alternative hypothesis j to a given hypothesis i, given that ¢~(y) ~ f(y) for all y < x (e.g., the criterion of Section 3, Example 3, is that Cj(y) should converge to f(y) for all y ~< max{2x, 2j}). The machine looks for such a j and then uses it to construct an upper bound on #~(x) (e.g., the bound of the previously mentioned example is the maximum of h[x, f(x)] and max{~j(y) [ y ~ max(2j, 2x)}). If ¢i(x) exceeds this bound, then the machine rejects hypothesis i, otherwise it does not.
We shall give a few preliminary definitions now that lead up to the formal criteria mentioned above.
First, we need to define a recursive operator (Rogers, 1967) of the type that maps R --* R. Informally, any recursive operator 0: R --+ R is an effective map from recursive functions g to recursive functions h that is defined in terms of an algorithmic device ~o: When ~o is fed a sequence g(0), g (1),..., it does Turing-machine computations and outputs integers. These integers, in the order of their generation, are defined to be h(0), h(1),.... If ~@o maps all total functions (not necessarily recursive) into total functions, then (0 is called a general recursive operator. An example of a general recursive operator is (9(f) = f of, where o denotes composition. Let (9: R ~ R be a recursive operator. Let g be a function in the domain of (9. We shall write (9(g) for the function obtained by applying (9 to g, and o(g, x) for (9(g) (x).
Define A (9(g, x) to be the least n (if it exists, cc otherwise) such that for all y < n, g(y) ~ and (9(g, x) ~ when ~¢ is fed the sequence [g(y)]u<n • Now we have the terminology to describe the criteria mentioned in the beginning of this section. Specifically, suppose ~i(Y) converges to f(y) for all y < x, and i is our present hypothesis (forf at x). Then an algorithm j is said to be a reasonable alternative hypothesis to i (for f at x with respect to (9) if Cj(y) =f(y) for all y < A(9 (¢~, max{i,j, x}) . We say that i remains competitive with thisj (forf at x with respect to (9) if qS~(x) ~< (9(¢j, max{/,j, x}).
Thus, an a-posteriori upper bound on ¢,(x) is (9(q~j, max{/, j, x]) where j is a reasonable alternative hypothesis to £ Forfe R, we say thatfis everywhere (9-compressed if there is an algorithm i that computes f in such a way that given any algorithm j for computing f, ¢i(x) ~< (9(q~, max{i, j, x}) for all x. This index i is called a compression index for f (with respect to (9); it is clearly competitive with all other indices forf. Unfortunately, this strategy does not quite work. Even iffwere everywhere (9-compressed, M[f] might not converge in the limit. For suppose i is an index for f and j is a reasonable alternative hypothesis to i at x. If Cj 5a f, i might not be competitive with j, even if i is a compression index for f. Thus, M might continually reject correct hypotheses. To get around this, ¢~-is "patched": It is replaced by a ¢di.4~) which agrees with q~-on a large initial segment, takes approximately the same number of steps as Cj on this segment, and has the further property that if i is an index for f and q~o(i.4~) is a reasonable alternative hypothesis to i, then ¢o(i,J,x) : f. Thus, the revised and correct strategy compares i with ~r(i,j, x) rather than j. Now i could only be rejected by comparisons with correct hypotheses for f; so a compression index would never by rejected at all.
Before we construct the patching function ~ we make some remarks about A (P(g, x) . Suppose g ~ P. Then: (9(g, x) is the least number of (g-valued) inputs ~o needs in order to output (9(g, x).
(ii) If (9(g, x) ~', then A(9(g, x) = oo and (since (9: R --+ R) g(y) ~ for some y.
(iii) Suppose g(y') ; for all y' < y. Then from the sequence [g(y')]u,<~ one can effectively decide whether or not y < A (9(g, x) : Feed the sequence [g(y')]~,<v into ~(¢ and wait until either ~(; produces (9(g, x) or 2 o requests g(y) before producing (¢(g, x) . One or the other must happen since (9: R ~ R? ° In the first case y ~ A (9(g, x) while in the second, y < A (9(g, x) .
We now construct the patching function. 
LEMMA. Let (9: R ~ R be a recursive operator. Then there is a recursive function ~, uniform in (9, such that for all i, j, x, a(i, j, x) ~ max{/,j, x}, and for all i, j, x and all f ~ R, if Cj( y) = f ( y) for ally
s0 Without loss of generality we assume that after 2 0 makes a request, it does nothing until it gets a new input. Lemma. cr(i,j, x) is defined by implicit use of the recursion theorem and padding (to ensure or (i, j, x) a(i,j, x) ]. Since M is reliable on R, it follows that M can identifyf.
Proof of
(2) A machine M is given that is reliable on R. We replace this M by an easy to construct machine M' that is reliable on R, that is as powerful as M on R, that initially outputs index 0, and that has the property that after n steps of computation, if M' outputs an index f~, then fn >/n. (Thus M' can diverge only by changing its mind infinitely often and can converge only by outputting a finite number of integers.) M' is not order-independent since it can be made to output a very large index by first feeding it a large number of *'s. From now on we shall write M in place of M'.
• Define (9 as follows: @(g, m) = "By dovetailing, search for all integers j ~< m such that g(y) =/= q}j(y) for some y e AT. For each such j that is found, cancel j and set j = 0.
While the above goes on, do the following for each uncancelled j, j ~ m, Notice that the device for computing @(g}j, m) will attempt to cancel j on the grounds that ~ =~ ~., but naturally this will fail. Hence it will compute M[~j] for m steps, thereby producing j~. Mini] will never change its mind after producing j,~ (for if it did then i would be greater than m, according to our construction of M', and this would contradict the definition of m]. ttencejm = i and] -= max{#~(0),..., ~g~(m)} = max{qSi(0),... , q~i(m)}. Therefore, (9(q~, m) >~ j >/~i(x), as was to be proved. | It follows fi'om the first sentence in the proof of 1 and from the statement of (2) that the set of recursive functions that are everywhere 0-compressed for some recursive operator g): R ~ R are actually everywhere ~)'-compressed for some general recursive operator 0'. This suggests that relatively "simple" operators are all that is needed to construct inductive inference machines of great power.
As we shall see from applications (1) and (2), the particular general recursive operator (9(f)= Ax[max{f(0) ..... f(2x)}] yields an exceptionally powerful machine. Paul Young (1973) has pointed out that the machine M e defined by this operator converges when fed a Martin-L6f (1966)random total function]'. This is because Me[f] conjectures and eliminates inconsistent indices until it finally conjectures an index i such that q~ is consistent withf. Furthermore, once Mo conjectures this i, it never finds a reasonable alternative hypothesis j to replace it, since no algorithm j can correctly compute f(0),..., f(2j) iff is Martin-L6f random. Hence Mc~ converges to i. Here then is a further distinction between the machines of Theorem 3 and the more powerful ones of Theorem 4: The a priori inference machines necessarily diverge in the limit on Martin-L6f random functions while the a posteriori inference machines actually converge (to a partial recursive function that diverges almost everywhere).
APPLICATIONS
(1) Let ~, h be two recursive functions. There exists an inductive inference machine that is reliable on R and that can identify every 0-1 valued recursive functionf having a program i such that n This shows that machines reliable on R are strictly more powerful than machines reliable on the set of all total functions, F. Why ? Because for every machine M that is reliable on F there is a recursive function h such that the 0-1 valued recursive functions that M can identify are all h-honest. This follows from a binary-tree argument (Kgnig's lemma).
An operator for which these functions f are everywhere (}-compressed is given by @(g, m) = max{h(m + n, g(m + n) [i, m, p(j, m, g(a(j, m) [i, m, p[j, m, q) by Lemma 1. | Suppose that (~)i~r¢ is a standard acceptable G6del numbering defined in terms of Turing machines with binary input-output code. Let (9 be the recursive operator defined by (~(g) = ;~x[max{g(0),..., g(2x)}]. In this special case, q~(i) is everywhere ~0-compressed for every q~,: ~ R that is monotonically increasing and rapidly growing. We omit details.
(3) Albert Meyer has pointed out that there exists a recursive operator (9: R ~ R with the property that for every h ~ R~, a 0-1 valued recursive function f can be constructed that is everywhere (9-compressed and has hspeedup almost everywhere. Thus some (arbitrarily greatly) speedable functions can be identified by machine.
(4) Let h, a ~ R. There exists a machine M reliable on R that can identify all recursive functions f having the property that
This operator-free formula conveys much but not all of the power available to machines that are reliable on R.
(9-HONEST CHARACTERIZATION
We now give another quite different characterization of the recursive functions that can be identified by a machine reliable on R. This theorem and its proof are very close to Theorem 3, which characterizes the machines reliable on P.
DEFINITION. Let (9: R ~ R be a recursive operator. We say that f~ R is (0-honest iff ~i [~i = f and q~(x) ~ (9(f, x) almost everywhere].
THEOREIV[ 5. Let M denote an inductive inference machine that is reliable on R. Let (9 denote a reeursive operator that maps R into R.
(1) For every (9 there is an M uniform in (9 such that for all f e R, f is (9-honest ~ M can identify f. Letf~ R. We now show that M can identifyf ~ fis d)-honest: Choose n such that M[f] converges by the time it requests the n -t-1st input. Then ~ = f and ~)(f, x) = ~b~(x) for all x/> n. I Theorem 4 is considerably more powerful than Theorem 5. For example, the operator of Theorem 4 can always be chosen general recursive, and even a trivial general recursive operator serves there to make a machine capable of inferring arbitrarily 0-1 valued functions. The machine of Theorem 5 however cannot infer arbitrarily complex 0-1 functions with a general recursive operator. In fact its operator must be extremely sophisticated for the machine to be powerful, and to construct such an operator is at best a difficult task. This makes sense since less effort went into the design of that machine so more must go into its operator. This characterization gives insight about what it means for a function to be @-honest, as evident from the applications at the beginning of Section 8. These were gotten using Theorem 4 and could not have been gotten using Theorem 5 directly.
RELIABLE IDENTIFICATION ON Pco
Let P~o denote the set of all partial recursive functions with infinite domain. Machines reliable on P are weak only because they must infer all finite functions. Machines reliable on P~, on the other hand, can infer many though not all of the recursive functions that can be inferred by machines reliable on R. For example, the set of recursive functions mentioned in application (1) of Section 8 can be inferred by a machine reliable on Poo, but not so the set mentioned in application (2). where an extension off. An open problem is to characterize the set of partial recursive functions that can be identified almost everywhere by a machine that is reliable on P (or R) with respect to almost everywhere identification.
The class of recursive functions that can be identified almost everywhere is considerably larger than the class that can be identified everywhere. For example, it is possible for a machine to identify almost everywhere the set of functions described in application (1) 2. Characterize the set of partial or total recursive functions that can be identified by arbitrary (not necessarily reliable) inductive inference machines. We have no idea at all how to attack this extremely difficult problem.
CONSEQUENCES
The quality of a hypothesis is determined in the sciences by its succinctness and the breadth of phenomena it describes. This is Occam's razor. It is a valuable measure but it lacks completeness and, of course, precision. The incompleteness concerns time, specifically the computation time required to make predictions from a hypothesis. In fact, computation time strongly influences the measure of quality of a hypothesis but the influence is complex: Hypotheses do not have to be fast predictors to be good.
Succinctness, computation time, and breadth of described phenomena are the discriminants of quality. Their affect may be measured by surprisingly objective and mathematical means, which derive from the class of most powerful inductive inference machines (theorem 4). When a machine infers a sequence, it compares hypotheses in order to select the best or most qualified hypothesis for the given sequence. The measure of quality built into the machine would merely be an engineered concept were it not that different measures yield classes of machines having significantly different powers. The existence of a most powerful class of machines determines the optimal measure of quality.
That optimal measure possesses these properties: To have quality, a hypothesis n bits long must explain more than could merely be encoded, information theoretically, in that many bits. Computation time affects the quality of a hypothesis, but only relative to the computation time of other hypotheses. In particular, a hypothesis that requires long computation time for predicting events has high quality if all other hypotheses are slow, or if their speed relies on memory.
A class of functions may be extrapolable in principle, but in practice time intercedes. The theory explains how algorithms may be inferred even for a class of functions too complex to be extrapolated.
Finally, the theory provides a foundation for the study of learning, since the learning of complex tasks may be modeled as inference of partial recursive functions. For example, the partial recursive function i i if x is a statement of group theory and y is a proof of x f(x, y) = if x is a statement of group theory but y fails to be a proof of x if x is not a statement of group theory represents in some sense the theory of groups, and by inferring this f, one learns that theory. In particular, one learns to distinguish correct proofs from incorrect. As for teaching, the presentation of correct proofs alone, i.e., pairs (x, y) for which f(x, y) = 1, wrongly evinces the constant function f(x,y) = 1. Hence proper inference necessarily requires student observance of incorrect proofs so labeled, and inspired teaching presents such negative examples.
Language dominates some forms of learning. For example, one normally learns the rules of chess from language assertions not from inference (though one might learn them from inference of the function t 10 if x describes a valid chess move f(x) = otherwise.
To learn to play chess well, however, is a more complex task that calls for both language and inference. Language alone fails since the known algorithms for playing chess well are incomplete and poorly understood. Instead one learns chess by inference from chess problems (given such and such position, white is to play and mate in two moves), from bits and pieces of games explained or commented upon, and sometimes even from mere observance of complete games. We model this learning as inference of the partial recursive function in which x describes one or a series of vaIid moves or a whole game and y asserts the value, good, bad, or indifferent, of some moves in x, yielding the chess function l i if y is a correct assertion about the sequence of moves x.
f(x, y) = if y is an incorrect assertion about x. if the truth of y is questionable.
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When teaching this f, one normally provides only positive information, i.e., pairs (x, y) for which f(x, y) ~ 1. This works here though it failed in the group theory example since negative information may here be derived from positive information by means of the equivalencef(x, y) = 0 ifff(x, ~y) = i.
A machine that infers the chess function can decide which moves in chess are good. Its intelligence resides not in its acquired algorithm but in its ability to acquire algorithms. The theory supports this view by measuring machine power-intelligence as the scope of the class of inferable functions.
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